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It has been established that under action of the imitated solar radiation in natural 

and NaX, NaY zeolites sensitized by polycyclic aromatic oil hydrocarbons a 

photocatalytic decomposition of water takes place. It is discussed the assumed 

mechanism of preparation of hydrogen carried out by alkaline and alkaline-earth 

metals forming during sensitized reduction of their ions in zeolites as a result of 

energy absorption of high excited triplet states of sensitizers 
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The constantly increasing energy demands of mankind for the fuel force to search new 

ways in the development of alternative energy sources such as thermonuclear, atomic, solar, etc. 

Now the most perspective and ecologically pure fuel is the hydrogen, which can be obtained by 

photolysis of water. In this connection, the increasing attention of researchers has been directed 

to the decomposition of water with the use of solar radiation, a basic part of which reaching the 

Earth, is in the region of 300-1000 nm. Therefore a use of sunlight for this purpose is possible 

only on the basis of photo-catalytic and photo-sensitized processes [1-7]. 

For many years the different researchers for these processes have used the quite a number 

of heterogeneous catalysts (ВеО, HfO2, Al2О3 etc.) irradiated by hard UV-light (λ<250nm) [1-4], 

two-quantum sensitizers on the basis of some aromatic hydrocarbons [5-7]. A wavelength of the 

absorbing light of last ones should exceed 300nm, which gives a possibility to use sunlight for 

these purposes. In this connection the photochemical reactions of the sensitized water photolysis 

where in elementary act it is used energy of two light quantum, subsequently absorbing by mole-

cule of sensitizer which essentially shifts a scope of the existing light to the wavelength part of 

the spectrum are of great interest [2,3,5,6].  

Therefore a use of multicomponent oil systems, electron spectra of which cover a consid-

erable part of spectrum of solar radiation is a large value for photodecompositioon of water. The-

se systems include not only polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons of oil (PAHs), perspective as a 

two-quantum sensitizers, but also heteroaromatic compounds with diamagnetic and paramagnet-

ic nature [8, 9]. The free radicals of last ones are inert in usual conditions, under action of sun-

light get activity which is also of interest from the point of view of photolysis of organic com-
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pounds and water on two-quantum mechanism. However, an efficiency of the direct and sensi-

tized preparation of the hydrogen at photocatalytic decomposition of water strongly depends on 

conditions of carrying out of experiment. In usual conditions and at more lower temperature the 

radicals H


 and OH


 formed at photolysis of water as a result of «effect of cell» [10] recombine 

with formation of initial Н2О, which decreases an efficiency of formation of the molecular hy-

drogen.  

Therefore the reaction of the photosensitized decomposition of water should be carried 

out in conditions in which «hot» hydrogen atoms going beyond «cells» because of their high ki-

netic energy are formed. These conditions can be realized in water with use of sensitizer in the 

system and also many compounds of elements I and II groups of the periodical system. In this 

case for photocatalytic decomposition of water the sensitizers should be used not for excitation 

of its molecules but for reduction of metal ions from their compounds (hydroxides, halogenides, 

etc) to metal which effectively isolate hydrogen from water.  

In this work the results of the investigations of photodecomposition of water realizing by 

alkaline and alkaline-earth metals prepared in sensitized reduction of their ions in zeolites by 

transfer to their compounds an energy of highly excited triplet states of photosensitizers – PAH 

of oil irradiated by imitated by sunlight are presented. 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

In work the natural zeolites were used – mordenite, clinoptylolite, and also NаX, NаУ, 

carefully purified on standard methodologies and hydroxides Na, K (c.p.). The fraction (200–

300
◦
С) of hard resin of pyrolysis consisting of low-molecular PAH of oil was used as the photo-

sensitizers of decomposition of water [11, 12]. 

The EPR-and gas-chromatographic analysis were used as the basic physical methods of in-

vestigation. 

The methodology of carrying out of tests, registration of the EPR-spectra of radicals were 

not differed form used previously [13-15]. The EPR-spectra were registered on 

radiospectrometer RE – 1306 in conditions of minimum saturation. The standard of scale of 

magnetic field and intensity at measurements was Мn
+2

 (S=5/2). The standard illuminator  with 

mercury lamp of ultrahigh pressure – DPSH – 250 – 3 (operating mode: U=90v, I=4A, 

λ>250nm) with application of water filter whcih excepted the additional heating of the sample 

was used as a light source for photo-irradiation. The samples were placed into quartz ampules. 

The irradiation was carried out at room temperature imitated by sunlight with application of light 

filler BS-4. 

The gas-chromatographic analysis was carried out on chromatograph LKHM-80 (length of 

column–2m, diameter–3mm; immobile phase–molecular sieves; gas-bearer–argon; gas-bearer 

rate 40 ml/min.; volume of sample–1cm
3 

). The experiments were carried out in air-saturated 

medium at room temperature. The samples in a quantity of 2-4 g were placed into quartz am-

pules by diameter 15 mm, height 70 mm. The quantitative calculation of the hydrogen was calcu-

lated on areas of peaks-Н2, О2, N2. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Two-quantum reactions of the sensitized photolysis, as is known, proceed with participa-

tion of relatively long-lived triplet states of the organic molecules. Therefore these reactions are 

basically used in solid solutions (cooling) or in polymer matrix (by fixation of molecules). It is 

also used the heterogeneous system of adsorbent – adsorbate in which two-quantum reactions are 

carried out due to long lifetime  (~10 s) of triplet molecules on surface of adsorbent [7]. 

It was also known that an insignificant addition of PAH of oil (~10
-2

 mol/l) to the solu-

tion of the organic compounds causes their photodecomposition on two-quantum mechanism [9, 

13-15]. We consider that a decomposition of water can also occur on above-mentioned mecha-

nism as an energy of highly excited triplet state of PAH of oil is in the range of (5.21–7.54 eV), 

considerably larger of triplet state of water decay on  H


, OH


and on H2 and О, having energy, 

respectively, 5.11 and 5.03 eV.  

We have previously investigated the photosensitized properties of PAN of oil during decay 

of the organic compounds by a method of EPR at photodecomposition of frozen(-196
◦
С) solu-

tions of the aliphatic alcohols [13] and saturated hydrocarbons [14]. It has been shown that the 

primary radicals forming during UV-irradiation of these solutions with insignificant addition of 

PAH are the atomic hydrogen, alcohol and alkyl radicals. 

 During thermo-annealing of these systems (-165
◦
С) the hydrogen atoms recombining be-

tween themselves form the molecular hydrogen, availability of which has been detected by the 

gas-chromatographic analysis [16]. It has been established that for efficiency of the sensitized 

photolysis in usual conditions a lifetime of triplet state of PAH can be increased at their adsorp-

tion on surface of adsorbents – halogenides, hydroxides of alkaline, alkaline-earth metals and 

zeolites. 

As it was known, these metals are very effectively reacting with water with the hydrogen 

isolation. However, this process is unpromising in industrial scale due to small accessibility of 

these metals and low economic indices of their preparation. Meanwhile, there are large raw ma-

terials sources of their compounds (halogenides, hydroxides, sulfates, carbonates, nitrates, etc) 

from which the metals ions by photochemical method can be reduced. In this connection it is in-

teresting a possibility of use of sunlight with attraction of accessible sensitizers of oil origin. The 

sensitizers (S) after subsequent absorption of two quanta passes to highly excited triplet state [7] 

with energy transfer into triplet state of water with formation of H


 and OH


: 

C(S) C(S
*
) C(T) C(T

*
)

H2O C(S)

h h
+ H + OH (1),

 

where S, S* and T, T*, respectively, basic and excited singlet and triplet states of mole-

cules of sensitizer. 
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With application of I and II group the reaction can be carried out without «effect of 

cell» with participation of «hot atoms» of hydrogen. One can assume that in a case of 

halogenides of I group the reaction will proceed according to the following scheme: 

H2O + C(T
*
) + MeX H2O + C(S) + (MeX)

*
H2O + C(S) + Me

+
 + X *

 C(S) + Me + X H + C(S) + Me
+
+OH

-
+X

(2)
H2 + X2 + HX + C(S)+ MeOH

H2O +

+ ,  

where Me = Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs ; X = Cl, Br, I 

It is seen from reaction (2) that the accompaniment during photochemical reaction of 

alkaline metals with water are the hydroxides of these metals acting as the catalyst. As a result of 

this photocatalytic process only H


 and OH


 are formed on scheme: 

H2O + C(T
*
) + MeOH H2O + C(S) + (MeOH)

*
H2O + C(S) + Me

+ 
+OH

H2O + C(S) +  Me
 
 + OH

H2 + H2O2 + H2O  +  C(S) + MeOH

H + OH + C(S) + Me
+ 

+ OH

*

       (3) 

Thus, the total effect of photodecomposition of water will depend on contribution to it as 

МеХ, as well as МеОН, an efficiency of which, in its turn, depends on energy С(T
*
). As a result 

of the sensitized photochemical process in water with participation of  МеХ and МеОН, as 

follows from reactions (2) and (3) a formation of Н, Х, ОН, Ме
+ 

takes place, which can favor 

formation of the molecular products: Н2, Х2, НХ, Н2О2. 

Two-quantum decomposition of water with participation of zeolites which can combine 

advantage of both photocatalysts of alkalies and photoinitiators of halogenides of alkaline metals 

are of special interest.  

The state and properties of cations in cavities of strongly hydrated zeolites are very close to 

their state and properties in volume of the aqueous solution [2, 3]. A degree of hydration of zeo-

lites considerably affects on oxidative-reductive properties of cations and should show influence 

on their photoinitiated properties. On the other hand, at sensitized water photolysis with partici-

pation of metal cations in cavities of zeolites it takes place a formation of metal hydroxides, a 

photoexcitation of which also leads to decomposition of water on reaction (3). One can assume 

that hereby under action of light in zeolites a formation of the catalysts of decomposition of wa-

ter takes place. 

In this work for photosensitized decomposition of water four types of zeolites have been 

studied: NaX, NaY, mordenire and clinoptylolite. For comparison of activity of the reduced met-

al ions in the studied zeolites with activity of alkalies the activity of two representatives of hy-

droxides: sodium and potassium has been studied. The data of these investigations are presented 

in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Relative activities (А) of the reduced metal ions in zeolites and hydroxides at 

photosensitized decomposition of water  

Sample  А 

Mordenite 100 

Clinoptylolite 62.50 

KOH 61.25 

NaOH 58.50 

NaX 55.63 

NaY 50 

The activities of the reduced ions of alkaline and alkaline-earth metals at photodecom-

position of water in the studied compounds were determined on the basis of gas-chromatographic 

analysis on yield of the hydrogen. The carried out experiments showed that mordenite has the 

most activity. The values of activity of other compounds have been calculated relatively activity 

of this zeolite. The essential difference of activity of mordenite at decomposition of water from 

other zeolites gave reason to assume about availability of some colored ions of transition metals 

in its composition [17].  

The investigations carried out by EPR method showed that from the studied zeolites 

only mordenite contains paramagnetic ions in a considerable quantity. In its EPR-spectrum it has 

been detected the EPR line (Нwid.=55-60 mT), characteristic for ions Cr
+3

 (fig.1), which can 

act as the secondary sensitizer at photodecompositon of water.  

 

Fig.1 EPR-spectrum of mordenite 
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Based on the foregoing one can assume that a high activity of photodecomposition of water 

in the system with the participation of the oil sensitizer and colored ion of transition metal takes 

place due to double sensitization [7], which leads to a shift of wavelength of the exciting light to 

wavelength field.  

The high activity of mordenite at photosensitized decomposition of water allowed to trace 

also for influence on yield of the molecular hydrogen in small (0,5-10ml) additions of water to 

the studied photosystem. It was assumed in this case that at photosensitized and photocatalytic 

decomposition of water in small quantities the increase of its content, in whole, should led to the 

increase of process efficiency, and in large – to the decrease. The experiments were basically 

carried out in standard conditions. The prepared data on yield of the hydrogen are presented in 

fig.2, from which it is seen that in the interval of 0-8ml of added water it takes place a yield 

growth of hydrogen (from 0.16 to 0.25%), in the interval of 8 – 10 ml its sharp decrease is ob-

served (from 0.25 to 0.15%). However, it should be noted that to predict the relative rate of these 

process is difficult and it can be only determined experimentally. This feature of the hydrogen 

yield on the degree of hydration of mordenite is advisable, in our opinion, to establish for other 

zeolites. 

 

Fig.2. Dependence of yield Н2 at photosensibilized decay of water added to surface of mordenite  

Two-quantum character of photodecomposition of water in the studied systems and par-

ticipation of triplet state of sensitizer in this process we have established according to the results 

of irradiation of the samples in two spectral fields. In irradiation of UV- by light covering a field 

of electron spectrum of absorption of sensitizers (200-375nm, corresponding to S0→Sn transi-

tions), isolated by light-filter PMC-5 and in more long-wave region of absorption of sensitizers 

(375-520 nm, corresponding to Т0→Тn transitions), isolated by light-filter BS-7, a yield of Н2 is 

not observed. However, in simultaneous irradiation of the samples in the specified spectral fields 
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or in their irradiation by non-decomposed light of mercury lamp an intensive isolation of Н2 is 

observed. 

It is not ruled out that in decomposition of water two mechanisms proceed: both energy 

transfer from highly excited triplet state of sensitizer to H2O (reaction 1), and dissociative addi-

tion of electron forming in two-quantum ionization of sensitizer to water molecule: 

C(S) C(T) C + e
h h

 

  

 e + H2O             H + OH                                                         (4) 

The results of works [6, 18] evidence also about the fact that for some sensitizers the pro-

cesses of ionization and sensitization have a competitive character. Taking into account that in 

our experiments a formation of hydrogen occurs practically in simultaneous excitation of sensi-

tizers basically in singlet and triplet states, therefore two-quantum character of decomposition of 

water doesn’t raise doubts.  

However, the conditions of irradiation of the studied systems and use of some sensitizers 

simultaneously differing from each other on energy of excitation and ionization gives reason to 

consider that there are two mechanisms of the hydrogen isolation: energy transfer and electron 

transfer to water. It can be assumed that an efficiency of two-quantum sensitization in the pro-

cess of photoirradiation will be higher than two-quantum ionization, as in the last case a transi-

tion of  PAN  to initial state is extremely complicated.  
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